
AZPDES General Permit 
Modifications

June 3, 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Camera on!Good Morning Everyone!This is David Lelsz, Program Manager for the new Surface Water Protection Program Implementation team.Today’s event is the latest presentation for all things related to the transformation of our AZPDES program. Today we will hear from Justin Bern, Value Stream Manager for the Surface Water Protection Program at ADEQ.Justin will give us a brief reminder on the relevant specifics of the new Surface Water Protection Program, and an update on implementation time frames.After that we have Christopher Montague Breakwell, AZPDES Permits Unit Manager. Chris will walk us through the subject of our presentation today, which is the Modifications to our AZPDES general permits. But before that...
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● Muted

● Not                               
Recording

● Use the 
Question 
Window

Presenter
Presentation Notes
David LelszLet’s talk about the tools we are going to use for feedback today.Everyone joined the presentation in Muted mode, as we have almost 375 folks RSVP’d today.And although we are not recording, we can make the presentation available after we finish today.Please use the Gotowebinar Question window to drop in a question at any time today.Remember, we want to make sure those those stakeholders impacted by the Modifications to the general permits have ample time to ask clarifying questions today; so I will be attempting to aggregate similar questions during Q&A  that are relevant to permittees today.That said, we will attempt to answer as many questions as we have time for today.NEW:  At the conclusion of today’s meeting, you will receive a survey asking for your input regarding virtual meetings. Please respond. Your input is important as ADEQ evaluates the best path forward for future meetings.Now it is my pleasure to introduce Justin Bern,  Value Stream Manager for the Surface Water Protection Value Stream(Camera off!)
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Today’s 
Agenda

● Welcome

● Permitting under the Arizona 
Surface Water Protection 
Program

● General Permit Modifications

● Comment Period Instructions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Justin Bern (Camera on!)WelcomeMy name is Justin Bern, the VSM for the SWPVS in the WQD at ADEQChris Montague-Breakwell, Manager of the AZPDES Permits UnitLeigh Padgitt, Manager of the Inspections and Compliance UnitTheresa Gunn, Facilitation and supportJonathan Quinsey, Environmental AssociateThe agenda for the meeting today is:For me to quickly review Permitting under Arizona’s new state lawThen turn it over to Chris to coverGeneral permit modifications andLogistics of the public comment period over the next few months
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Justin Bern (Camera on!)As you may know the legislature has passed HB 2691, our new Arizona Surface Water Protection Program, signed by Governor Ducey. Now, in general a signed bill becomes effective about 90 days after the close of the legislative session; with what we know right now, we are planning for an effective date in  early September.We will communicate with you when we know more.The new program gives ADEQ the authority to  issue state-only permits for discharges to a list of protected state surface waters that are not Waters of the USThe program we are proposing retains the familiar and important safeguards for surface waters in our StateThe pillars of our existing CWA programs will be retained to protect these important State surface watersThe State will have the authority to issue protective permits for activities that discharge to a protected waterbody,the authority to enforce Arizona specific standards to protect surface water quality, ANDArizona will have the authority to enforce those permits and standards for those that violate our statutes and rulesTurn it over to CMB(Camera off!)
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General 
Permit 
Mods

Why do we need to modify 
the general permits?
● Implement the new state law

● Eliminates need for a federal 
and state permit

● Effective prior to legislation 
becoming law

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CMB (Camera on!)ADEQ must modify the general AZPDES permits to comply with the new state law. The permits will be changed to authorize discharges to non-WOTUS protected surface waters. By modifying the existing federal general permits to make it a combined state and federal permit, we allow you to get one permit that covers all discharges. You don’t have to know whether you discharge to a WOTUS or non-WOTUS protected surface water. You don’t have to choose between a federal or state-only permit. One permit covers it all. We’ve moving quickly to modify these permits so that when the new state law is effe
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How will the modifications 
impact me?

● Existing permittees will not 
need to apply for a state 
permit 

● No changes to permit fees

● No changes in myDEQ 
application

General 
Permit 
Mods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CMB (Camera on!)Existing permittees do not need to do anything. The permit you currently have will become a state and federal permit--no action needed on your part. There’s also no changes to how your permit fees will work. New permittees will go into the same myDEQ system and apply for permit coverage the same way you always have. 
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● PGP, DMGP, MSGP, CGP, 
MS4

● Adds state protected surface 
waters

● No change to federal 
requirements

● No TBELs, anti-deg, OAW in 
state-only permits

General 
Permit 
Mods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CMB (Camera on!)Let’s talk specifically about what we’re proposing to change: The six general permits we’re modifying are the PGP, DMGP, MSGP, mining MSGP, CGP, small MS4. We’re adding protected surface waters (the new definition in the state law) to all those permits. We’re not making any changes to the federal requirements. And because the new state law includes a some state-specific requirements, we’ll be incorporating those into our permit mods. So, for the PGP and DMGP the changes will be quite simple: we’re changing the definition of the receiving water to “protected surface waters” that includes WOTUS and non-WOTUS protected surface waters. The DMGP will add back in the sections about discharges to ephemeral waters and canals that we took out because of the Navigable Waters Protection Rule, so that permit will actually look very much like what it looked like a year ago. 
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● No WOTUS discharge=no 
OAW, anti-deg, TBELs

● Impaired waters and TMDLs 
apply to all protected surface 
waters

CGP and 
MSGP 

Revision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CMB (Camera on!)The CGP and MSGP are the two most popular permits. CGP = 2793; MSGP 1484. Some specific considerations for these two permits: because the new state law includes prohibitions on considerations of OAWs, anti-deg, or TBELs for discharges to non-WOTUS waters, our modification will include exceptions for those federal requirements so long as the facility discharges only to non-WOTUS protected surface waters. However, all else remains the same, including requirements for discharges to impaired waters and TMDLs. Impaired waters and TMDLs apply to all protected surface waters, WOTUS or not, and are equally protected. 
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● No WOTUS discharge=no 
OAW, anti-deg

● Impaired waters and TMDLs 
apply to all protected surface 
waters

● Discharges from MS4 to non-
WOTUS PSWL subject to 
permit

Small 
MS4 GP 
Revision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CMB (Camera on!)For the small MS4 general permit, we’re actually issuing, not modifying this permit, as current permit expires this year. We’ve done extensive outreach and the permittees have reviewed a draft permit already. We’re considering their comments on taht draft as well as making changes to make this compliance with the new state law. Like the CGP and MSPG, MS4 discharges to non-WOTUS protected surface waters will not trigger any OAW or anti-deg requirements. Impaired waters and TMDLs apply to all protected surface waters, WOTUS or not. And the permit will expand authorized discharges to include discharges to non-WOTUS protected surface waters. 
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Public Comment Process

● Notification on June 15

○ Permits to be posted on 
our website and via email

● Close of Comment July 30

○ Extended to 
accommodate 4th of July 
Holiday

General 
Permit 
Mods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CMB (Camera on!)Chris reads from slide. 
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● Will have an option for submitting 
comments online

● Preferred but not required

● Ensures we don’t miss an 
emailed or mailed comment

● Reduces your time in submitting 
comments

● Streamlines responses when all 
comments are in one document

Online 
Comments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CMB (Camera on!)Chris reads from the slide. Our mission is to do our work with radical simplicity for our customers and staff -- online comment will provide that radical simplicity.(Camera off!)



Program/Technical Contact:
David Lelsz, PhD
Program Manager
Phone: (602) 771-4651
Lelsz.David@azdeq.gov

Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
David Lelsz (Camera off!)Facilitate Q and AReminder for time frames and process (Camera on!)Public Comment ProcessNotification on June 15Permits to be posted on our website and via emailClose of Comment July 30NEW:  At the conclusion of today’s meeting, you will receive a survey asking for your input regarding virtual meetings. Please respond. Your input is important as ADEQ evaluates the best path forward for future meetings.
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